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Why Active Scholarship?
RON BALTHAZOR
LEAD DEVELOPER FOR THE
<EMMA> PROJECT,
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA

Active Scholarship
 Supports student engagement through projects that

emphasize:




Critical thinking and problem solving
Research
Writing

 Integrates best pedagogical practices and existing

student resources

Integrating Resources

<emma>
eLearning
Commons
First-Year
Composition

CTL

Faculty

ASI
Writing
Centers

Peer
Instruction
Teaching
Assistants

Librarians

 Complex and engaging problems

Praxis
ASI
Projects
Include:

 Focused bibliographies and

research instruction
 In- and/or out-of-class workshops




Writing (i.e. thesis statements,
organization)
Research

 Low-Stakes assignments

 Process composition

Praxis

 Peer Review

ASI
Projects
Include:

feedback
 Writing interventions

 Asynchronous instruction and




Instructor-initiated
Student-initiated

 Reflection

 Assessment

Pedagogical and Technical
Development
SARA STEGER
AND
ROBIN WHARTON

<emma> as the eXtensible Classroom
 <emma> is a learning management system designed

by writing instructors for use in the writing
intensive classroom.
 We developed <emma> to create a community of
scholars, which could include instructors, instruction
librarians, and students.
 By enabling asynchronous participation in a
common workspace, <emma> connects the
classroom to the other places where learning occurs
on and off campus.

Community of Scholars

 Peer Review
 Forums
Research

forum
Forums to facilitate class
discussion
 Portfolios

Template-Guided Evaluation and Assessment

Community of Scholars
 Peer Review

Portfolios

Project-Oriented Pedagogy
 Low/High Stakes Writing
 Information Literacy and

Research
 Self-Evaluation and Reflection

Low Stakes Writing
 Forums

Forums
Journal
Reflection
 Journal Reflection

Staged Drafting and Writing

Project-Oriented Pedagogy
 Low/High Stakes Writing
 Self-Evaluation and Reflection

 Information Literacy and

Research

Self-Evaluation and Reflection

Projected-Oriented Pedagogy
 Low/High Stakes Writing
 Self-Evaluation and Reflection

 Information Literacy and

Research

The Classroom Experience
LAURA ADAMS WEAVER
INSTRUCTOR, DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH AND
INSTITUTE OF NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS

Writing Assignments
 Assignment #1: Deconstructed Essay
 Required research into cultural and/or historical context
and author’s tribal connections

 Assignment #2 & 3: Traditional Short Essay
 Research not required

 Assignment #4: 15-20 page Researched Essay
 Explained a common thread among multiple primary
texts


Incorporated secondary sources as support

Online Discussion Forum
 Contributed twice weekly to an online

discussion
At least one post had to respond to someone else’s thread
 To encourage reading all the posts, no credit was given
for “me, too!” responses or posting something already
said by another


Online Discussion Forum

Online Discussion Forum
 Rationale


Writers can begin to put ideas into writing without
worrying about form or style.



Peers respond to writers’ ideas rather than focus on
mechanics

Collaborative Research Project
 Research Presentations


Students gave short oral presentations on a topic raised
in that week’s reading or in the previous week’s forum



From their research, they added 2 annotated
bibliographic entries to a collaborative research forum

Collaborative Research Project

Collaborative Research Project
 Research Presentations: Rationale


Familiarizes students with library resources early in the
term



Stresses evaluation of the usefulness and biases of source
material



Results in a shared list of sources, specifically related to
the course material, that can be used in the final project

Writing Instruction
 Forums targeted at developing writing skills


Posted a working thesis for Paper 2 to a special topics
forum. Peers and a tutor in the writing clinic responded
to the content (the argument) and form (the language).



Posted a developed paragraph for Paper 3, marking main
claim, evidence, and commentary. Peers responded to the
use of evidence.

Writing Instruction

Writing

Instruction

Writing Instruction

Writing Instruction
 Writing Forums: Rationale


Review exercises are short and specifically targeted



Minimal time spent on writing instruction (15-25 minutes
for each exercise)



Gives peers a shared vocabulary and specific criteria with
which to evaluate each others’ work

Process Assignments
 Assignments leading up to researched essay


Annotated Bibliography



Evidence-Commentary Charts (peer reviewed)



Thesis statement (peer reviewed)



Paragraph development exercise (peer reviewed)



Postwrite

Process Assignments
 Rationale


Reviewing thesis and paragraph development draw on
previously learned skills



Annotated bibliography encourages an early start for the
research process



Evidence-Commentary chart encourages analysis rather
than simple inclusion of evidence



Postwrite requires metaprocessing and gives
responsibility for tracking process assignments to the
students

Incorporation of Information
Literacy
CAROLINE CASON BARRATT
Reference & Instruction Librarian and
Instruction, Programs & Services Coordinator
University of Georgia Libraries
Miller Learning Center

Library Research Instruction at UGA

 Busy Instruction Program – 2009 Statistics
 570

Classes
 403 Research Conferences
 3 Credit-bearing courses

Embedded Librarians
 Existing Relationships
 Honors Program
 UNIV1120 – Creative Research Project (combining computer
and information literacy)
 Others in Social Science, Science and Humanities
 Methods
 Online course management systems (WebCT)
 In-person as a co-instructor
 Required research conferences

ENGL4860
 Librarian’s Role
 Short

research sources orientation
 Research Forum – Pre-workshop
 Hands-on Workshop
 Research Forum – Post-workshop

Research
Forum

Librarian Perspective – Lessons Learned
 Big commitment = Big rewards
 Asynchronous instruction enhances in-

person workshops
 Authentic participation and long-term
investment
 Creating a community of scholars
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